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ABSTRACT
Existing deep trackers typically use offline-learned backbone
networks for feature extraction across various online tracking tasks. However, for unseen objects, offline-learned representations are still limited due to the lack of adaptation. In
this paper, we propose a Meta-Graph Adaptation Network
(MGA-Net) to adapt backbones of deep trackers to specific
online tracking tasks in a meta-learning fashion. Our MGANet is composed of a gradient embedding module (GEM) and
a filter adaptation module (FAM). GEM takes gradients as an
adaptation signal, and applies graph-message propagation to
learn smoothed low-dimensional gradient embeddings. FAM
utilizes both the learned gradient embeddings and the target
exemplar to adapt the filter weights for the specific tracking
task. MGA-Net can be end-to-end trained in an offline metalearning way, and runs completely feed-forward for testing,
thus enabling highly-efficient online tracking. We show that
MGA-Net is generic and demonstrate its effectiveness in both
template matching and correlation filter tracking frameworks.
Index Terms— Meta-graph adaptation, meta learning,
single object tracking, real-time tracking
1. INTRODUCTION
Visual object tracking is a fundamental task that has gained
much attention due to its wide usage in many other tasks.
Recent progress on deep learning-based trackers [1, 2, 3]
shows that deep trackers can better handle the general challenges (e.g., rotation and background clutter) in online tracking, due to their learned good feature representations. However, besides these explicit challenges, another main difficulty
in visual tracking is the uncertainty of the object type to be
tracked, This definition distinguishes the tracking task from
other computer vision tasks like object detection and segmentation, where the algorithms only focus on finding objects belonging to pre-defined categories, making the tracking task
hard to solve by applying existing deep learning techniques.
One common strategy is to treat visual tracking as a general similarity learning problem. Existing such end-to-end
trainable deep trackers (e.g., template matching [1, 4] and
correlation filter [2, 5] methods) typically maintain a fixed offline learned backbone network θ, which is trained on a largescale annotated training, aiming to learn a generally good fea-

ture representation for online template matching. However,
for some unseen instances or objects with unseen categories,
their feature representations of the backbone network are still
not discriminative enough, since important features may be
missed. As illustrated in Fig. 1, we show the limited generalization ability of SiamFC [1] to some unseen objects.
To adapt the backbone network θ to a specific online
tracking task, one naı̈ve approach is to use a gradient-based
optimization method like stochastic gradient descent (SGD)
to fine-tune the backbone network in an online manner,
θ̂ = θ + θupdate = θ − α n1

n
X

∇Li (θ, η),

(1)

i=1

where Li (θ, η) indicates the loss of the i-th training sample
with the correlation filter layer η and α is a learning rate.
Due to the limited training samples in online tracking, the
SGD method suffers from overfitting, thus resulting in tracking performance degradation. Previous works (e.g., using
multi-domain learning [3] and meta learning [6]) alleviate this
issue by finding a good initial backbone model θ in an offline
manner, and hopefully this model can generalize well across
various test videos. However, due to the uncertainty of online
tracked objects, it is difficult to find such an initial model (or
even adapt an initial model) that can generalize well to all categories, instances, and appearance variations of target objects
during tracking. Therefore, in this work, instead of finding an
optimal offline initial model θ, we focus on learning a specific
residual updating term θupdate .
In this paper, we improve state-of-the-art deep trackers by
dynamically adapting their backbone networks to a specific
online tracking task. Given a new target as input, the gradient of the loss function w.r.t. a layer’s weights indicates the
fit of its offline-learned features to the current target. Thus,
we use the loss gradient as an input into a meta-learning network that learns to directly update the weights of the layer. To
achieve this, we propose a novel meta-graph adaptation network (called MGA-Net) consisting of two stages. The first
stage is a gradient embedding module (GEM), which learns a
low-dimensional embedding of the loss gradient that can represent high-level relationships among loss gradients for a variety of objects. Here a graph neural network (GNN) is used
in order to aggregate information between similar filters. The
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3.1. Gradient Embedding Learning

Deep Visual Tracking. The pioneering work of templatematching tracker is SiamFC [1], which learns a general
template-matching function in an offline manner. Based on
SiamFC, some improved variants include [4, 9, 14, 15]. Compared with template matching-based deep trackers, deep discriminant correlation filters (DCFs) naturally models target
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We propose a gradient embedding module (GEM) to effectively learn gradient embeddings that summarize the gradient
information in a low-dimensional space. The input into GEM
are the raw loss gradients of filters in a layer of the backbone.
The gradients can usually serve as a signal to judge whether
the backbone needs to be adapted or how to adapt the backbone, i.e., large loss gradients typically indicate a large domain gap between offline training and online testing. Instead
of encoding the gradient embedding of each filter separately,
it is better to capture co-dependencies between similar filters

in the layer. In this way, global updating information can be
well gained for each filter, thus facilitating the learning.
To achieve this, we implement GEM with a graph
neural network (GNN) architecture [22].
Let δi ∈
Rk×k×cin ×cout +cout (i.e., k is kernel size, cin and cout are the
input and output channel numbers) be the gradients of the ith filter at a specific layer. We firstly construct an undirected
graph G(V, E), where V = {v1 , v2 , ..., vN } are nodes that
represent the N filters in the layer, whose initial representations are the raw gradients, vi = δi . E represents the set of
graph edges, whose edge weights Ei,j are computed according to the similarity between the corresponding two filters,
Ei,j = max(0, cos(Wi , Wj ))

Since the gradient-feature embeddings have already encoded
both the global gradient information and the target information, we then separately input them to De to generate the final
update gradients:

δ̂i = De ĥi , ∀i = 1, 2, ..., N,
(5)
and the generated gradients are used to update the filter
weights:
Ŵi = Wi + δ̂i ,



N

X

1 + µl · hl−1
+
Ei,j · hl−1
,
i
j

(6)

The adapted filters {Ŵi }i=1 in the backbone network are then
directly used in the online test video. Note that the original
gradient δi could also be used to update the weights. However, the generated gradients δ̂i should be better since: 1)
they are end-to-end learned to perform an optimal one-step
update (see next section); 2) they explicitly encode the target information; 3) the GEM regularizes the raw gradient by
aggregating gradients of similar filters and embedding into a
low-dimensional space.
3.3. End-to-end Offline Meta Learning

(2)

where Wi denotes the filter weight of the i-th filter and cos
is the cosine similarity function. Note that we remove the
connection (i.e., Ei,j = 0) between two nodes if their filter weights are not positively correlated. For these two filters, their features are not typically activated at the same time
due to the ReLU non-linearity zeroing out any negative responses, and thus they capture different features of the object.
The initial node representations in the graph G(V, E) are processed iteratively with a neighborhood aggregation schema,
for l ∈ {1, · · · , k},
hli = F l

∀i = 1, 2, ..., N.

We next show how to effectively offline train MGA-Net to
learn to update backbone networks of deep trackers during online tracking. Let T be a deep tracker with an offline-learned
backbone network θ and L be the loss function. Given a target
exemplar z, the loss of the tracker T estimated on the searching patch x is L(z, x, θ). By back-propagating the loss, the
loss gradients δ of filters in θ can be obtained. By inputing
the gradients δ and z into MGA-Net, we can get the adapted
backbone network θ̂.
Additionally, we sample another test patch q sampled in
a future frame to construct triplet training samples (z, x, q).
The tracker T with the adapted backbone network θ̂ is tested
on both the searching patches x and q, and the overall meta
loss is
Lall = L(z, x, θ̂) + L(z, q, θ̂).
(7)

(3)

j=1

where i ∈ {1, · · · , N }, l is the layer number of GEM and hli
is the aggregated value for node i in layer l, with initial value
h0i = vi . F l denotes a multi-layer perceptron (MLP) in the
l-th layer, and µl is a learnable weight parameter. Our GEM
iteratively aggregates the gradient information in neighboring
nodes to obtain the global gradient embedding hki in the last
layer. In the next subsection, we show how to leverage the
learned hki to perform filter adaptation in the backbone.
3.2. Filter Adaptation

Using Lall , we can train the proposed MGA-Net in an end-toend offline manner. Note that the second loss term L(z, q, θ̂)
in (7) is a meta test loss, which makes our MGA-Net generalize well to future frames, and avoids overfitting on a frame.

To adapt the filters in the specific layer of the backbone network, a novel filter adaptation module (FAM) is presented.
FAM is composed of an encoder En and a decoder De . En
improves the previous learned gradient embeddings {hki }N
i=1
by explicitly incorporating target-specific information, to obtain a gradient-feature embedding. De takes these gradientfeature embeddings as input to reconstruct the one-step gradient updates of each filter.
In more detail, we first use a shallow feature extractor
φ(z) (i.e., containing three convolutional layers with kernel
sizes of 3 × 3 and two fully-connected layers) to extract features of target z, which encodes the target exemplar into a
low-dimensional vector φ(z). We input both {hki }N
i=1 and
φ(z) into En to obtain the gradient-feature embeddings {ĥi },


[ĥ1 , · · · , ĥN ] = En hk1 , · · · , hkN , φ(z) .
(4)

4. PROPOSED META-GRAPH ADAPTATION
TRACKERS
We apply our MGA-Net to 3 representative trackers, i.e.,
SiamFC [1], DCFNet [10] and SiamRPN++ [9]. The overall adaptation pipeline of the proposed trackers is shown in
Fig. 3.
4.1. Meta-Graph Adaptation for SiamFC
SiamFC [1] compares a target exemplar z and a searching image x using a cross-correlation operation. The tracking output is Sθ (x, z) = fθ (z) ∗ fθ (x), where fθ denotes the backbone with parameters θ, ∗ is cross-correlation and Sθ (x, z)
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Lall = Lsim (y(x), Sθ̂ (z, x)) + Lsim (y(q), Sθ̂ (z, q)). (8)
Online MGA-Net tracking. We first sample the target
exemplar z as described in SiamFC [1] and a searching image x1 centered at the target center position in the first frame,
which are used by MGA-Net to obtain the updated backbone
θ̂. In the following frames, we use the updated backbone θ̂ for
template matching. During tracking, we store intermediate
reliable target samples whose response values are larger than
the target response in the first frame. After every T frames,
the latest stored target sample xt is used for backbone adaptation, yielding a new θ̂ for tracking.
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Fig. 4. Distance precision and overlap success plots obtained
by the variants of our MGA-SiamFC on OTB-2015 [11].
Offline MGA-Net learning. For DCFNet, the overall
meta loss of MGA-Net in (7) is
Lall = Lcf (z, x, θ̂) + Lcf (z, q, θ̂).

(12)

Online MGA-Net tracking. We first collect tracking
samples in the first 10 frames. In the 10-th frame, the sample with the highest response value is selected for adaptation,
resulting in the updated backbone θ̂. We use θ̂ for further correlation tracking, which follows the same step as described in
the original DCFNet paper.

Offline Learning. GEM is implemented as a 5-layer GNN,
where each layer consists of a two-layer MLP and the number of neurons in each layer is 128. For FAM, the encoder En
and the decoder De are three-layer MLPs with a single hidden layer of 256 units. The outputs of En and De are 128-D
feature vectors and the adapted gradients respectively. Except for the output layers in the above modules, each layer is
followed by a batch normalization and ReLU activation functions. We use VID-2015 [8] to train all MGA-trackers. We
sample various triplet training samples abcn(z, x, q) in each
video. The cropping strategy is the same as original trackers.
The MGA-Net is trained for 20 epochs with a mini-batch of
8 triplets, using the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of
1 × 10−4 and decay rate of 0.866 every 5 epochs.
Online Tracking. MGA-Net performs adaptation on the last
two layers of SiamFC, and adapts the tracker in every T = 25
frames. For DCFNet, since its backbone feature extractor
only contains two convolutional layers, we adapt both layers for online tracking. For SiamRPN++, we focus on the
variant using ResNet-50 as the backbone. We use MGA-Net
to adapt the filters in the second layer of ResNet-50, which
contains 3 bottlenecks and 10 convolutional layers in total.
The other tracking parameters in MGA-trackers are set as the
same as their original trackers. Note that for SiamRPN++, we
use the offline-learned ResNet-50 backbone1 for evaluation
on all datasets.

Online MGA-Net tracking. We use the same tracking
procedure as described above for MGA-Net with SiamFC.
4.3. Meta-Graph Adaptation for DCFNet
DCFNet [10] improves the basic correlation filter (CF) framework by learning the backbone network feature extractor fθ
in an end-to-end offline manner. Given a target exemplar z
and a searching image x, the learning loss for DCFNet is
Lcf (z, x, θ) = ||rz ∗ fθ (x) − y(x)||2 + γ||θ||2 ,

20

0.3

5.1. Implementation Details

Different from SiamFC, SiamRPN++ [9] uses two training
losses: a smooth L1 loss [23] Lreg for scale regression, and a
logistic loss [1] Lcls for classification.
Offline MGA-Net learning. We set the loss function L
for meta-learning to the loss of SiamRPN++, Lreg (z, x, θ) +
λLcls (z, x, θ), where λ is a parameter set according to [9].
Thus the meta-loss of MGA-Net in (7) for SiamRPN++ is

+λ(Lcls (z, x, θ̂) + Lcls (z, q, θ̂)).
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5. EXPERIMENTS

4.2. Meta-Graph Adaptation for SiamRPN++
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indicates the response map. The backbone θ of SiamFC is
offline trained using the logistic loss Lsim between Sθ (x, z)
Loss
and ground truth y(x).
Offline MGA-Net learning. For the training of MGANet in SiamFC, the loss L described in Section 3.3 is the
SiamFC loss, Lsim (y(x), Sθ (z, x)). Thus, the training loss
for MGA-Net in (7) is

Lall = Lreg (z, x, θ̂) + Lreg (z, q, θ̂)
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We choose the basic MGA-SiamFC for ablation study on the
OTB-2015 [11] dataset.

where rz is the CF learned from the target exemplar z (via
the ridge regression problem in [24]), γ is a regularization
parameter, and y(x) is the desired Gaussian label map corresponding to the target image x.

1 The model is siamrpn r50 l234 dwxcorr, which can be found in PySOT
zoo (https://github.com/STVIR/pysot/).
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Table 1. Performance comparison between the proposed MGA-trackers and their baseline trackers on 4 tracking benchmarks.
For the OTB datasets, we report DPR/AUC scores, and for VOT datasets, the expected accuracy overlap (EAO) score is reported.
Our MGA improves perfomance over the baselines (highlighted in bold), while maintaining similar tracking speed.
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Fig. 5. Precision and success plots on the OTB-2013 dataset
using one-pass evaluation.
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The results are presented in Table 1. By applying our
MGA method, the performances of the three baseline trackers
are improved, which is because the adapted backbones in our
MGA-trackers provide more rich target-specific information,
which enables the trackers to gain more discriminative features of target objects, thus enabling robust online tracking.

Success plots of OPE
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Trackers

0
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SiamRPN++
89.5/67.1
87.9/66.6
0.461
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71.4

Table 2. Results on VOT-2016 based on EAO, accuracy
(Acc.) and robustness (Rob.). The best results are highlighted
by bold.
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5.4. Comparison with State-of-the-Art Trackers
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In this subsection, we extensively compare the proposed
MGA-trackers with state-of-the-art trackers.
OTB: We select two groups of trackers to compare with our
MGA-trackers on OTB-2013 [25] and OTB-2015 [11]: 1) 8
real-time trackers including SiamRPN [14], MemTrack [4],
SiamFC-tri [15], BACF [18], CSR-DCF [26], CFNet [17],
Staple [27] and KCF [24], and 2) 5 state-of-the-art deep trackers that are not real-time, including MetaCREST [6], CF2
[16], HDT [28], MetaSDNet [6] and CREST [29].
Fig. 5 shows the overall performance achieved by our
MGA-trackers and the 11 top-performing tested trackers
on OTB-2013. MGA-SiamRPN++ achieves the best DPR
(91.2%) and AUC (69.2%) scores, while running at the high
speed of 65 FPS. Compared with CF-based meta tracker (i.e.,
MetaCREST) that aims to learn an initial model, our MGADCFNet learns to adapt the model in an online manner, and
achieves better performance than MetaCREST.
Figs. 6 shows the overall comparison on OTB-2015. Our
MGA-SiamRPN++ achieves the best AUC scores (67.0%).
Without time-consuming online optimization steps, MGASiamRPN++ runs significantly faster than MetaSDNet (i.e.,
about 32 times faster). Compared with the CFNet that uses
a CF layer for adaptation, MGA-SiamFC achieves the better
results, showing the effectiveness of our method.
VOT-2016: We evaluate the proposed three MGA-trackers on
the VOT-2016 [12] dataset with the comparison to five recent
trackers, including SiamRPN++ [9], SiamMask [30], MetaSDNet [6], MemTrack [4] and MDNet [3]. The overall performance of each tracker is shown in Table 2. Our MGA-

Fig. 6. Precision and success plots on the OTB-2015 dataset
using one-pass evaluation.
Impact of graph learning.
To show the impact of
graph learning in GEM, we replace GNN with a fullyconnected network with the same architecture. As shown
in Fig. 4, MGA-SiamFC-w/o-Graph achieves inferior results (78.8%/59.5%) to our MGA-SiamFC (82.3%/61.7%),
The main reason is that graph message propagation can effectively regularize the raw gradient by aggregating gradients
of similar filters, which is better than learning separately.
Impact of target input. In Fig. 4, without using the target input, we can find that MGA-SiamFC-w/o-Target significantly
degrades the performance. This shows the importance of using the target input, which facilitates the gradient embedding
to better reconstruct the weight update.
Impact of gradient input. We remove GEM and only use
FAM inputing with the target exemplar for filter adaptation.
In Fig. 4, the corresponding tracker MGA-SiamFC-w/oGrad can still achieve better results than its baseline tracker
SiamFC, which demonstrates that the image-level target information can provide rich information for adaptation.
5.3. Comparison with Baseline Trackers
We compare our MGA-SiamFC, MGA-DCFNet and MGASiamRPN++ trackers with their baseline trackers (i.e.,
SiamFC, DCFNet and SiamRPN++) on OTB-13/15 [25, 11]
and VOT-16/18 [12, 13]. For OTB, we report both the distance precision rates (DPR) and the area under the curve
5

SiamRPN++ outperforms SiamRPN++ and SiamMask, as
well as other adaptive-based (MemTrack and MDNet) or meta
learning-based trackers (MetaSDNet).
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6. CONCLUSIONS
This paper addresses the online adaptation problem of how
to effectively and efficiently adapt backbone feature extractors used in existing deep trackers to a specific online tracking task. To achieve this, we propose a general metagraph adaptation (MGA) method and demonstrate its effectiveness on two deep tracking frameworks, i.e., the templatematching framework based on Siamese network and the endto-end trainable correlation filter framework. By applying the proposed method to these two frameworks, we propose three MGA trackers, i.e., MGA-SiamFC, MGA-DCFNet
and MGA-SiamRPN++. We show that the proposed MGAtrackers can both keep very close running speed with their
baseline trackers, while also achieving better performance.
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